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Abstract 
 

OASIS OSLC is a standard that targets the integration of engineering software applications. Its 

approach promotes loose coupling, in which each application autonomously manages its own product 

data, while providing RESTful web services through which other applications can interact.  

This report aims to analyse the suitability of OSLC as an overarching integration mechanism for the 

complete set of engineering activities of Cyber Physical Systems (CPS) development.  

To achieve this, a review of the current state of the OASIS OSLC integration standard is provided in 

terms of its market penetration in commercial applications, its capabilities, and the architectural 

qualities of OSLC-based solutions. This review is based on a survey of commercial software 

applications that provide some support for OSLC capabilities. 
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1 Aim of the Study 
This report provides a review of the current state of the OASIS OSLC integration standard in terms of: 

• its market penetration and prospects in commercial applications 

• its capabilities and the architectural qualities of OSLC-based solutions 

• needed development directions and industrial commitment for a sustainable relevance in the 

future. 

The ultimate aim is to analyse the suitability of OSLC as an overarching integration mechanism for the 

complete set of engineering activities of Cyber Physical Systems (CPS) development, where a set of 

discipline-specific development environments need to co-exist. This particular integration vision is 

detailed in the next section 2.  

Sections 3 provides a quick introduction of the OASIS OSLC standard, followed by a detailed 

explanation in section 4. Readers familiar with the standard can safely skip reading these sections. 

Independent of the specific implementations of the standard, a general analysis of OSLC’s capabilities 

and qualities is then presented in section 5. 

As a basis for the analysis, a survey of commercial software applications that provide some support 

for OSLC capabilities is first performed. The survey does not intend to evaluate the solutions 

themselves, but instead tries to identify the implementation trends of the OSLC standard. A summary 

of the survey findings is presented in section 6, while the details of the survey can be found in the 

appendix (A reference to a reader-friendly format of the survey is found at the start of the appendix). 

Based on the findings from this report, some speculations on the necessary development directions 

of the standard are presented in section 7. 

A summary is then finally presented in section 8. 
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2 A Vision for a Cross-disciplinary Integrated Development 

Environment 
Computer-based applications supporting Cyber Physical Systems engineering activities are evolving 

constantly. In the past, a typical engineering application supported a limited number of engineering 

activities such as mechanical design, modelling, programming, etc. Such applications provided limited 

or no support for the overall engineering process, such as requirements engineering, change 

management, project planning, etc.  

Consequently, the development process was supported by a large number of poorly integrated 

engineering application. For an industrial organisation, the natural solution has been to invest in 

central Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) and/or Application Lifecycle Management (ALM) 

systems tasked with the management of the product structure, development planning, document 

management, baselining, etc. 

The current trend is for both the engineering applications and PLM/ALM systems to expand their 

support to provide additional functionality otherwise dominated by the other:  

• PLM/ALM systems gradually add more and more engineering capabilities with the aim to 

provide more and more comprehensive support. This can be viewed as a top down trend 

towards a monolithic situation where one supplier will support a larger portion of the 

engineering activities required to realise a system. 

• Engineering applications are getting more capable to also support activities for the overall 

engineering lifecycle process. This can be viewed as a bottom up trend where suppliers are 

gradually extending their support to include capabilities traditionally found in PLM systems. 

This expansion is typically done within an engineering discipline. The result is a well-integrated and 

dedicated development environment, which cover all development aspects within that particular 

discipline. This is illustrated in Figure 1 for the disciplines of Systems Development, Hardware 

Engineering, and Software Engineering. 

The strengthening of integration within each discipline, creates however relatively weak relations 

between the disciplines. A link that needs to be strengthened for a complete CPS Integrated 

Development Environment. We identify at least four dimensions where integration is necessary across 

disciplines (The vertical dimensions in Figure 1):  

• Requirements Management - Requirements traceability, capturing the relationship between 

system level requirements for a particular system component, and related requirements at its 

parent node, or stakeholder requirements. This traceability dimension is inherently bottom 

up: a requirement exists because of the existence of one or more parent requirements.  

• Config Item Structure - System/product structure traceability, capturing the relationship with 

a system/product node and its immediate children, e.g., the logical architecture of a system. 

This traceability dimension is inherently top-down. Design activities performed at the parent 

node identifies children nodes.  

• Change Control - Change traceability, capturing traceability among design change 

management items, may them be for development planning or bug identification. In this 

dimension traceability captures, e.g., how a higher lever change request captured in a 

particular engineering environment, may be further broken down in another engineering 
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environment. The traceability may also include how a deficiency at a lower level node raises 

a change request at a higher-level node.  

• Config & Baselining - The config and baseline dimension captures the way components are 

combined as parts in gradually more complete system assemblies that can be used for 

verification and validation. This traceability dimension is inherently bottom-up. Assemblies 

are built from realised parts. 

 

Figure 1 Integrated, federated development environment – principle 

A potential approach to architecture future CPS development environment would be to capitalise on 

the strengthened support within each individual engineering discipline and use the OSLC integration 

approach to loosely couple the disciplines along the four identified dimensions.  

This prompts the underlying question for this report: ”How can the capabilities of OSLC be used to 

establish traceability between engineering artefacts created and maintained in different development 

environments”? 
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3 OSLC Introduction 
OASIS OSLC is a standard that targets the integration of engineering software applications. Its 

approach to application interoperability promotes a federated architecture, in which each application 

autonomously manages its own product data, while providing RESTful web services through which 

other applications can interconnect and access data. This leads to low coupling between applications, 

by reducing the need for one application to understand the internal workings of another. Moreover – 

like the web – the approach is technology-agnostic, where applications can differ in the technologies 

they use to handle their data. 

With an application interface defined as a set of RESTful services, an OSLC-compliant tool interface is 

an OSLC Server, with the connecting tool defined as an OSLC Client. A tool interface can be provided 

natively by the tool vendor, or through a third-party as an additional adaptor. 

Information-wise, OSLC adopts the Resource Description Framework (RDF) and accompanying 

standards, to represent the structure and semantics of the information being exchanged between 

applications. 

The OSLC standard is structured into an OSLC Core specification, and a set of Domain specifications. 

• The OSLC Core specification defines the common integration technologies, mechanisms, and 

rules for integrating software applications, irrespective of any specific domain, or tool. It 

defines how a tool’s interface can provide services and expose its artefacts in an OSLC-

compliant way, such that a consuming tool can discover its capabilities, and eventually access 

its services and artefacts. 

• Each OSLC domain specification focuses on given lifecycle topic such as change management, 

requirements management, etc. It relies on OSLC Core and specifies what specific types of 

artefacts and services need to be provided to satisfy the integration scenarios most typical for 

the given domain. The domain information model is defined as an RDF vocabulary, together 

with OSLC shapes to constrain the otherwise open usages of the vocabulary terms. The OSLC 

domain specifications are minimalistic, focusing on the most common concepts within a 

particular domain, while allowing different implementations to extend this common basis. 

The work of the OSLC standard is ongoing as an OSLC OASIS Open Project (https://oasis-open-

projects.org/).  

The OSLC Core specification version 2.0 was finalized in 2013. The Core 3.0 version was released as a 

Committee Specification Draft in May 2018. The OSLC Domain specifications are at varying degree of 

maturity. The status can be found under https://open-services.net/specifications/.  
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4 OSLC Capabilities 
In this section, we summarize the OSLC integration capabilities as defined by the standard. It is against 

these capabilities that we later analyse the existing commercial OSLC-based solutions in section 6. This 

gives us insights into the coverage of the OSLC standard by commercial solutions. The capabilities also 

act as a framework to compare solutions, in terms of the depth of OSLC support they provide. 

The summary below follows the overall structure of the OSLC standard – The capabilities of the Core 

plus the set of Domain specifications. The summary is a simple extract of the standard. For a more 

thorough understanding of the capabilities, the reader is referred to its source http://docs.oasis-

open.org/oslc-core/oslc-core/v3.0/oslc-core-v3.0-part1-overview.html. 

4.1 Core Capabilities  

4.1.1 Discovery 

See http://docs.oasis-open.org/oslc-core/oslc-core/v3.0/oslc-core-v3.0-part2-discovery.html 

OSLC Discovery defines a mechanism for servers to publish their OSLC capabilities. This in turn allows 

client applications to introspect servers to determine what resource types the server supports, how 

to preview, select or create instances of those resources, and any constraints on resource creation or 

update. 

As illustrated in Figure 2 below, discovery generally starts with the URL of the Service Provider Catalog, 

which contains further pointers to Service Provider resources, within which OSLC Service capabilities 

are then further defined, such as creation, query, delegated user interface capabilities. Discovery also 

allow clients to discover any server-enforced constraints on the resources that can be managed 

through its services. This is achieved through the definition of resource shapes associated with the 

specific capability. 

 

Figure 2 Discovery capability of OSLC, through the structuring of services under Service Providers and Service Provider 

Catalogs  
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4.1.2 Authentication 

See http://docs.oasis-open.org/oslc-core/oslc-core/v3.0/oslc-core-v3.0-part1-

overview.html#authentication 

OSLC acknowledges the need for authentication to identify a user, and for mechanisms to control 

access to OSLC resources based on the user privileges. However, OSLC does not enforce the use for 

authentication. It is left to the implementation to decide if authentication is to be applied.  

OSLC does not define its own specific authentication mechanisms, and instead adopts standard web 

protocols for authentication. If to be used, OSLC recommends authentication with OpenIDConnect, 

yet HTTP Basic Authentication may be used. In the earlier OSLC Core 2.0, the OAUTH 1.0 

Authentication mechanism was recommended. 

4.1.3 Resource Operations 

See http://docs.oasis-open.org/oslc-core/oslc-core/v3.0/oslc-core-v3.0-part1-

overview.html#resourceOperations 

OSLC specifies that servers must comply with the HTTP specification, when providing clients with 

operations to be able to create, read, update and delete (C.R.U.D) resources managed by servers. 

4.1.4 Query 

See http://docs.oasis-open.org/oslc-core/oslc-core/v3.0/oslc-core-v3.0-part1-overview.html#query 

OSLC defines a query capability with a simple querying syntax, that allows a client to retrieve a subset 

of resources from a server, satisfying a set of filtering criteria.  

While there are more complete database query languages such as SPARQL and SQL, the OSLC query 

language is intended to be relatively simple. This allows it to be implemented on a wide range of 

existing server architectures, that may not necessarily be supported by any specific database system. 

4.1.5 Delegated Dialogs 

See http://docs.oasis-open.org/oslc-core/oslc-core/v3.0/oslc-core-v3.0-part4-delegated-dialogs.html 

OSLC defines an integration mechanism that allows a Consumer application to embed within its own 

web interface a user interface from another Provider application. This delegated user interface allows 

the end-user to create or select information from the Provider application, from within the Consumer 

application. Ultimately, the Provider application communicates a link of the information that the end-

user created or selected to the Client application. 

4.1.6 Resource Preview 

See http://docs.oasis-open.org/oslc-core/oslc-core/v3.0/oslc-core-v3.0-part3-resource-preview.html 

OSLC defines an integration technique that allows a Consumer application to embed a HTML 

representation of an external resource managed by another Provider application. Typically, the 

Consumer holds a traceability link to this external resource (possibility established through the use of 

Delegated UIs). The Resource Proview capability is then used to also delegate the responsibility to 

provide the appropriate representation of that resource to the Provider application. 
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4.1.7 Attachments 

See http://docs.oasis-open.org/oslc-core/oslc-core/v3.0/oslc-core-v3.0-part5-attachments.html 

OSLC defines a method to associate non-RDF based resources (such as logs, screenshots, etc.) to a 

given OSLC resource. This allows one to discover, get, create, update or delete attachments and 

associate with a web resource. 

4.1.8 Resource Shapes 

See http://docs.oasis-open.org/oslc-core/oslc-core/v3.0/oslc-core-v3.0-part6-resource-shape.html 

Resource Shapes allow one to describes the contents of, and constraints on, OSLC resources, when 

they are to be used in a specific context, or a specific purpose such as querying resources, or creating 

a resource. Constraints can, for example, include the mandatory presence of properties/relations, 

cardinality of properties/relations, and restrictions on the allowed values of properties. 

4.1.9 Tracked Resource Set 

Note: This capability was defined as a stand-alone Domain Specification under OSLC 2.0 

(https://archive.open-services.net/wiki/core/TrackedResourceSet-2.0/index.html). It reached 

“Finalizing Draft” status, when OSLC efforts were migrated to the OASIS organisation. Under OASIS 

OSLC 3.0, Tracked Resource Set is now being finalized under the OSLC Core specification. The latest 

version of the capability can be found under https://oslc-op.github.io/oslc-specs/specs/trs/tracked-

resource-set.html. 

OSLC defines a protocol that allows a server to expose a set of resources in a way that allows clients 

to discover the exact set of resources in the set, and to track additions/removals/changes to the 

resources in the set. The protocol is suitable for dealing with large sets containing a large number of 

resources, as well as highly active resource sets that undergo continuous change.  

With this protocol, a TRS Client is then able to gather OSLC resources from multiple TRS Server into a 

central repository, allowing it to perform more efficient queries on the collected dataset.  

4.2 Domain Specifications 
Over the years, OSLC has defined several domains specifications. We will here highlight those that are 

being actively maintained under the new OASIS Open Project specifications https://github.com/oslc-

op/oslc-specs.  

4.2.1 Change Management 

See https://open-services.net/spec/cm/latest  

This specification defines the OSLC Change Management domain, a RESTful web services interface for 

the management of product change requests, activities, tasks and relationships between those and 

related resources such as requirements, test cases, or architectural resources.  

4.2.2 Quality Management  

See https://oslc-op.github.io/oslc-specs/specs/qm/quality-management-spec.html 

This specification defines the OSLC Quality Management domain, a RESTful web services interface for 

the management of test plans, test cases, and test results of the software delivery lifecycle. 
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4.2.3 Requirement Management  

See https://open-services.net/spec/rm/latest 

This specification defines the OSLC Requirements Management domain. The specification supports 

key RESTful web service interfaces for the management of Requirements, Requirements Collections 

and supporting resources defined in the OSLC Core specification.  

4.2.4 Configuration Management  

See https://raw.githack.com/oslc-op/oslc-specs/master/specs/config/oslc-config-mgt.html 

This Configuration Management specification defines an RDF vocabulary and a set of REST APIs for 

managing versions and configurations of linked data resources from multiple domains. 
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5 Architectural qualities of an OSLC-based solution 
In this section, we will discuss some of the quality attributes of an OSLC-based solution (such as 

performance, reliability, maintenance, etc). This does not form a complete listing, but instead reflects 

the set of issues commonly encountered by the author in various OSLC-related projects over the years.  

5.1 The REST Architectural Pattern 
OSLC is based on the REST architectural pattern. REST defines a pattern for using web technologies to 

provide and access distributed APIs. The REST architectural pattern is a well-established in enterprise 

solutions. It is adopted to support a scalable and loose integration mechanism between independent 

applications. In an OSLC-based solution, applications communicate through such RESTful APIs, while 

conforming to more specific integration patterns and rules, as defined by the OSLC Core specification.  

Evaluating the performance of REST is beyond this scope of this report. And one can argue that 

alternatives are available (SOAP, COM, CORBA, etc.) with arguable advantages and disadvantages. It 

is however sufficient to state that OSLC is based on this widely accepted architecture. In that regard, 

an OSLC-based solution ought to perform as good as any other REST enterprise solution, in terms of 

performance, scalability, reliability, etc. 

5.2 Information Exchange based on RDF 
The second main cornerstone of OSLC is its adoption of the Resource Description Framework (RDF) 

and some accompanying standards, to represent the structure and semantics of the information being 

exchanged between applications. Important to note that OSLC does not put any requirements on the 

technology used within the application to manage and persist its information. OSLC only specifies the 

use of RDF at the interface between applications.  

RDF is a family of World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) specifications that allows for the representation 

of information as web resources, using different syntax notations and data serialization formats. 

Besides RDF, OSLC also relies on a small subset of accompanying standards. Specifically, OSLC relies 

on: 

• RDF Schema (RDFS): the mechanism to define the basic vocabularies, modelling the classes of 

OSLC web resources and their properties. 

• SPARQL: A query language that can be used to retrieve and/or manipulate data from sources 

of RDF data. 

RDF is a relatively niched technology, which is not widely used beyond some specific domains such as 

the public sector, health, and some research communities. Developing and maintaining an OSLC 

solution runs the risk of being somewhat dependent on finding widespread technical support and 

enough competence in this peculiar standard.  However, the reliance on a limited subset of RDF, 

should mitigate some of this risk.  It is moreover the more robust aspects of the stack that are being 

used. Namely, the use of URLs and web resources to represent information, together with the use of 

basic RDFS vocabularies to describe this information. Conceptually, this is very different from the 

current of state-of-practice of using RESTful services on JSON/XML artefacts (where the artefacts have 

no clear semantics defined). Practically, one can envisage OSLC’s adoption of RDF as an added-value 

to the current state-of-practice. In other words, dropping the use of RDF from an OSLC-based solution 

(while keeping all other best practices of the standard) can keep such as solution in line with the 

current best practices. 
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RDF - and hence OSLC - relies on a graph data model. Such a model is gaining wider acceptance, with 

many available commercial products. The schema-less characteristic of such a model is particularly 

attractive for its flexibility in dealing with the integration of heterogenous information from various 

independent applications, whose schemas cannot be defined a-priori. Moreover, with RDF, 

information is shared together with the information model defining it. This enables a truly 

decentralised information system, where information (and its model) can be globally accessible, yet 

without necessarily relying on any central platform. 

It is nevertheless important to evaluate the suitability and scalability of such a graph model (and in 

particular for graphs based on the SPARQL/RDF standard), when used in the domain of software 

applications.  

5.3 Development Effort 
An OSLC-based integration requires an OSLC server (or web services within an existing server) for each 

application that needs to expose information. It also requires an OSLC client for each consuming 

application. 

In the best case, an application has native OSLC support, as provided by its vendor. In such a case, no 

additional components need to be handled in the toolchain architecture. For the many applications 

that do not support OSLC, as well as for in-house applications, it becomes necessary to develop, deploy 

and maintain these additional OSLC servers/clients.  

So, besides the effort of maintaining applications, an end-user organisation is now expected to allocate 

resources to develop and maintain the integrations between them as well. Besides the costs of 

development, maintenance and deployment, having access to the right competence can pose a 

challenge, especially for an enterprise whose core business is not necessarily the development of 

software applications.  

5.4 Availability 
Given a federated architecture, the complete integrated toolchain becomes sensitive to the 

availability of each individual application in the system, as well as its corresponding OSLC interface. 

This availability concern also applies with any other integration approach. It is however more acute 

with OSLC and places some additional requirements on the organisation’s IT infrastructure, given the 

expected real-time interactions between applications, as well as end-users. 

One common misunderstanding of the OSLC approach is that each application installation on each 

individual end-user computer needs to be augmented with OSLC capabilities. This is a particular 

concern when OSLC adoption is not natively supported by the application and needs to be provided 

by third-parties. But, an OSLC-based solution is not dependent on the availability of the end-user 

computers and applications. Applications within an enterprise already require a large number of 

servers managed across a number of networks. The RESTful OSLC capabilities are server-based and 

can be expected in an enterprise to be hosted with the same level of availability as the applications 

themselves. An OSLC server works tightly together with its corresponding application, and ought to 

be handled using any of the available integration infrastructures such as Enterprise Service Bus (ESB), 

API Management (such as WSO2), etc. 

Even for file-based applications (such as Matlab Simulink), it would not be expected of an OSLC 

solution to handle the files saved on the computers of individual end users. In an enterprise, such files 

are normally managed centrally using a version management system (such as git, svn, etc) or a file 
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server. A file-based application would then be supported through a single OSLC server interacting 

directly with the central file management system. Similarly for database-based applications, where 

data is hosted centrally, but without an application server. In these scenarios, the OSLC approach 

offers the added-value of providing an API that would have otherwise have been missing. 

5.5 URL Stability 
The URLs of the artefacts have a central role in an OSLC-based toolchain. Unlike identifiers in a 

database, which play an internal role within the application, and can hence be relatively easier to 

change without affecting external applications, URLs of OSLC resources are at the interface between 

applications, and hence cannot be easily changed over time. If not handled correctly, changing 

resource URLs will lead to broken links between interfacing applications. It is hence necessary for the 

organisation to have in place a clear URL naming strategy that leads to stable URIs from the start. 

“Cool URIs don't change” https://www.w3.org/Provider/Style/URI by Tim Berners-Lee, discusses 

some of the bad and good reasons for URLs to change, as well as provides some guidelines for 

constructing stable URLs.  

5.6 Analysis & Querying Capability – Performance across Multiple Sources  
An OSLC-based solution acknowledges that information is best kept closest to its source application, 

with minimal information being exchange in real-time in order to establish any necessary cross-

application links. This lack of centralisation poses severe limitations when one needs to perform 

queries and analysis (such as impact analysis), based on the combination of information from multiple 

sources. 

To satisfy this need, OSLC complements its loosely-coupled federated architecture, with the TRS 

protocol which allows a TRS client to regularly poll and collect information updates from all OSLC 

servers. Such a TRS client can then hold a cache of the collected information, upon which efficient 

analysis can be performed. 

At first sight, such a centralised storage of all information in a TRS client seem to contradict the overall 

distributed approach of OSLC. This can be the case if the role of a TRS client is misused in the 

architecture, where the central storage becomes itself a source of information. The TRS Client is 

intended instead to be used as a read-only cache, where the source of each piece of information is 

clearly referenced. No changes or addition to information can be performed from within the TRS 

client. 

The polling nature of the TRS protocol can be limiting in scenarios where analysis needs to be based 

on the absolute latest real-time information from each of the sources. While theoretically possible to 

envisage such scenarios, the scope of realistic analysis scenarios where both real-time and cross-

application information is needed should be relatively very small. 

Development-wise, introducing a TRS Client into the architecture requires the additional development 

of the TRS Server protocol for each of the applications that holds information of interest for such 

distributed analysis.  

5.7 Performance of Delegated End-user Interactions 
A significant part of the OSLC approach relates to direct interaction with the end user, namely the 

Delegated Dialogs and Resource Preview. These integration mechanisms allow the end user to interact 

directly with the graphical interface of one application, from within another. 
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What is the impact of this approach on the latency experienced by the user?  

Important to first highlight that these OSLC capabilities are limited to applications whose end-user 

facing component support web technologies. That is, the end user either uses a standard web browser 

to work with the application, or the software is able to embed a web browser to handle web content, 

such as html pages. 

In general, there is nothing to indicate that a delegated interface that needs to communicate with one 

source is necessarily less efficient than the main interface communicating with its own application. In 

other words, most modern client applications normally make a number of communication calls to a 

backend server when serving the end user. There is nothing inherently problematic if some of these 

calls communicate with one backend server over the other. (One can also consider the analogy of a 

YouTube clip embedded within a news article. Does the YouTube stream deliver slower just because 

it is embedded?). 

User interface delegation is certainly superior compared to an integration approach where data needs 

to be first synchronised (imported) into the host application. In the latter approach, the end user may 

very well be interacting with outdated information between synchronisation runs. 

Specifically, for Resource Preview, the end user will be provided with the authentic user interface as 

defined by the native application, as opposed to some re-constructed interface as imitated by the host 

synchronising application. 

Specifically, for Selection and Creation Dialogs, it is most efficient and correct to delegate the logic of 

searching and creating artefacts directly to the source application, with the assumption that the 

source is designed to best deal with its own data.  This is particularly critical when creating artefacts, 

to ensure that the expected business logic is executed as defined in the native application. Moreover, 

the end user will be provided with an authentic presentation of the search and creation results as 

defined by the native application, as opposed to some re-constructed interface imitated by the 

consuming application. A less optimal approach would be for the consuming application to manage 

the search and creation functionality, as well as provide a synchronisation mechanism with the source 

application.  

Delegated interfaces may not perform well if it is necessary to provide a tighter consolidated view of 

the information from a number of applications. It may very well be the case that delegated interfaces 

are not even appropriate if some logic is necessary to combine the views. 

Finally, delegated interfaces build on the assumption that the web interface communicates with the 

backend source server, providing the data. Such interfaces perform slower than those provided by 

thick clients, where the interface and business logic are performed locally at the client application. 

Combining these two types of interfaces may result in less optimal user experience given the different 

speeds with which they can be delivered.  

5.8 Cost of Developing Delegated End-user Interactions 
Producing Selection and Creation Dialogs specifically for integration purposes requires additional 

development effort. However, providing them natively should come at a relatively lower development 

effort, compared to the alternative where each integrating tool needing to import, analyse and render 

the information. 
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Rendering these dialogs is most efficiently performed by the native tool that knows its own data best 

and can potentially reuse many of its logical and graphical components. There is also no risk of 

misrepresenting or misunderstanding the information being presented, which may very well be the 

case if left to the consuming application to perform an accurate interpretation of the information.  

It is also most appropriate to delegate the logic of searching and creating artefacts to the source 

application, as opposed to expecting the host application to try to re-develop this functionality 

through the use of the source application’s API.  

This approach pays off even further when delegated interfaces are reused throughout a number of 

consuming applications in the toolchain. 

5.9 Summary 
In summary, an OSLC-based integration approach has the following benefits: 

• Based on the well-established REST architectural pattern. 

• Based on the schema-less flexible graph data model 

• User interface delegation for previewing data provides an authentic user interface as defined 

by the native application. It also provides a more real-time update of information, compared 

with preview of data based on a synchronisation mechanism. 

• User interface delegation for searching and selecting artefacts across applications provides 

more correct and efficient search logic - with better presentation of search results - compared 

to integration based on data synchronisation.  

• User interface delegation for creating artefacts across applications provides more correct and 

efficient creation logic - with better presentation of creation results - compared to integration 

based on data synchronisation.  

• Producing delegated interfaces specifically for integration purposes requires additional 

development effort. However, providing them natively should come at a relatively lower 

development effort, compared to the alternative where each consuming application needs to 

import, analyse and render the information. 

• Especially when reused across a number of applications, the cost of developing delegated 

interfaces should be relatively lower than being done at each consuming application.  

Yet, such a solution comes with some limitations: 

• An OSLC-based architecture is particularly sensitive to the availability of each of its OSLC 

servers, given the expected real-time interactions between applications, as well as end users. 

This places some additional requirements on the organisation’s IT infrastructure. 

• An OSLC-based architecture is sensitive to having stable URLs that do not change over time, 

to avoid broken links between applications. An organisation adopting OSLC must adopt a clear 

URL strategy. 

• An OSLC-based architecture requires the additional development, deployment and 

maintenance of OSLC servers and clients, for application with no native OSLC support. 

• OSLC is based on RDF, which is a relatively niched technology, with limited technology support 

and competence available. An organisation adopting OSLC must secure the availability of such 

competences.  

• Decentralisation of information poses performance limitations for queries and analysis across 

applications. This can however be remedied by introducing TRS into the architecture. 
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• If using TRS to collect artefacts for analysis, polling of the TRS protocol creates staleness in the 

data available for analysis. This is however limited to the few scenarios where analysis needs 

to be based on the absolute latest real-time information. 

• Introducing TRS to collect artefacts for analysis leads to the additional cost of developing and 

providing TRS servers for each application in the system. 

• Delegated user interfaces are limited to consumer applications that support web 

technologies. 

• Delegated interfaces may not perform well if it is necessary to provide a tighter consolidated 

view of the information from a number of applications. 
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6 Market Penetration and Prospects 
We here present a summary of a survey on commercial software applications that provide some 

support for OSLC capabilities.  

The survey covers different types of applications, from large ALM and PLM platforms, to specialised 

design, analysis and reporting tools that target specific engineering activities. 

Realising that OSLC support is not necessarily provided natively by the application vendors themselves, 

the survey also highlights OSLC capabilities of an application developed through 3rd party vendors, or 

end-user organisations. Specifically, in the latter case, it is however essential that such support is 

publicly available (it is not satisfactory for example if such solutions were discovered through a news 

announcement or blog entry claiming their existence.). 

In total, 23 applications were identified and studied in this survey. The survey details can be found in 

the appendix at the end of this report. A reference to a reader-friendly format of the survey is found 

at the start of the appendix. 

6.1 Application Selection Criteria 
In this survey, we focus on applications, with sustainable, committed and documented OSLC support. 

Solutions may be either commercially available or as open-source projects. We expect documentation 

to be detailed enough to allow us to make a confident judgement on the specific OSLC capabilities 

being provided. It is not sufficient, for example, to study a white paper or news announcement where 

the overall claim of OSLC support is made.  

Typical documentation that can ensure both sufficient details, as well as committed OSLC support 

would be user manuals, installation guides, etc. In the case of open-source projects, a review of the 

source code also provides such details.  

Solutions with insufficient documentation to allow us to perform a detailed evaluation will not be 

included in the survey. Solutions resulting from proof-of-concept or research activities are also 

excluded. Without a documented public commitment to the OSLC capabilities (which would be more 

likely of detailed in a user guide for example), such solutions have an increased risk of not being 

available in the nearer future. Including such solutions reduce the value and correctness of the survey 

results. For future references, these solutions are included in a separate category in the survey. They 

are however not considered in the detailed analysis, in order to avoid introducing uncertainties in the 

results. 

Overall, it is not problematic if certain solutions are excluded, since the aim of this study is to analyse 

the overall trends of current OSLC implementations, and not necessarily an evaluation or comparison 

of the solutions themselves. It is instead more important that the analysed solutions are based on a 

stable and fair basis. 

6.2 Survey Structure 
The structure of the survey is simply based on the list of OSLC capabilities as detailed in section 3. This 

breakdown provides sufficiently detailed insights, since most applications do not necessarily provide 

support of all capabilities defined in the OSLC standard. Since an integration solution can either act as 

an OSLC Server or Client (or both), we analyse each capability from the perspective of both a Server 

and a Client. 
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Over the years, OSLC has defined several domains specifications. In the survey, we only analyse those 

that are being actively maintained under the new OASIS Open Project specifications 

https://github.com/oslc-op/oslc-specs. In addition, we identify whether the application supports its 

own application-specific domains, and/or provide capabilities that allow for the definition of arbitrary 

domains.  

During the survey, we also identified the following criteria that we found of interest: 

• OSLC 3.0 Support – Does the application support the new OSLC 3.0 version? This becomes of 

interest to understand the penetration of the new standard. 

• Documented integrations with other systems – Are there any documented proven 

integrations that use the provided solution? This can be of interest to evaluate if the solution 

has been proven in action. 

• Integration Type – Is the OSLC support provided natively by the solution vendor, or through a 

3rd party? Is it an open-source solution? 

To avoid a too detailed survey, each capability is simply tagged as “supported” or “not supported”. 

However, in some cases, it may be motivated to assign a “partial support”. Sometimes, it may be worth 

providing a textual explanation. 

6.3 Survey Analysis 

6.3.1 Basic Analysis 

There were 23 identified applications, with documented sustainable OSLC support. These applications 

fall into one of the following four categories (their distribution is shown in Table 1): 

• Engineering Application - Software that supports specific engineering activities such as 

mechanical design, modelling, programming, analysis, etc.  

• Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) -  As software, a relatively large system used to manage 

the entire lifecycle of a product, and its associated product information such as product 

structure, development planning, document management, baselining, etc. 

• Application Lifecycle Management (ALM) - As software, a relatively large system used to 

manage the entire lifecycle of a software-intensive product, and its associated product 

information such as requirements, software architecture, software testing, project 

management, etc. 

• Middleware - Software that facilitates the integration of other applications, without itself 

contributing to any additional product information.  

Application Category Quantity 

Engineering Application 13 

ALM 4 

PLM 4 

Middleware 2 
Table 1 Category of applications with OSLC support 

OSLC support is mainly provided natively by the application vendors themselves. However, some 

supported is provided by 3rd-party vendors. There are also few scenarios where the end-user 

organisation of such applications developed and made public such support. Interesting to note that 

all the identified in-house integrations happen to also be available as open-source, while all other 
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native and 3rd party integrations are commercial. The source of the provided OSLC support is shown 

in Table 2.  

Source of OSLC support Quantity 

Native support 16 

3rd party 3 

in-house 3 
Table 2 Source of OSLC support 

Only two applications claim to support the new OSLC 3.0 version of the standard. 

OSLC Version supported Quantity 

OSLC 3.0 2 

OSLC 2.0 21 
Table 3 support for OSLC 3.0 and 2.0 

The kind of authentication supported by the applications is detailed in Table 4. Most interesting to 

note is that most authentication support is based on the now obsolete OAuth v1.0 standard, with no 

applications supporting OAuth v2.0.  

Authentication Quantity 

No authentication 4 

basic authentication only 1 

OAuth v1.0 (as recommended by OSLC 2.0) 18 

OAuth v2.0 (as recommended by OSLC 3.0) 0 
Table 4 Authentication support 

Applications may document integrations with other applications from the same vendor, or towards 

external applications. IBM Jazz-based applications seem to be of particular interest to integrate 

against. The following table illustrates the types of integrations identified in the survey. Important to 

note that this analysis classified integrations found explicitly in the studied material. This does not 

necessarily equate to the fact that integrations with other applications is not performed. For example, 

one can be certain that the three OSLC servers (JIRA OSLC plugin, OSLC Hansoft Adapter, and OSLC 

Microsoft TFS Adapter) are developed by Ericsson in a concerted effort to work together. But no public 

documentation is found to emphasize this fact. This of course also does not imply that integrations 

with other systems is not possible. Given that they ought to comply with the OSLC standard, there is 

no indication that they would not. 

 Documented integrations with applications ... Quantity 

From within own application suite only 4  

 

From IBM Jazz-based products only 7 

(of which 5 applications are 

themselves from IBM) 

From any vendor (including own, and IBM Jazz.) 5 

n/a 7 
Table 5 Documented integrations 
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Almost all integrations provide server access to its resources and services. Interestingly, around 40% 

of these integrations are not designed to consume resources and services from other applications.  

OSLC Server/Client Capabilities Quantity 

Support as OSLC Servers only 9 

Support as OSLC Client only 2 

Support as OSLC Servers and client 12 
Table 6 OSLC server vs. client support 

As an OSLC server, the distribution of capabilities that are supported is identified in Table 7. 

Server capability Fully 

supported 

Partially 

supported 

No Support 

Resource R.U.D. 

Operations 

6 6 11 

Creation Factory 7 0 16 

Query 7 0 16 

Selection Delegated 

Dialogs 

17 0 6 

Creation Delegated Dialogs 15 0 8 

Resource Preview 20 0 3 

Discovery 15 0 8 

Resource Shapes 4 0 19 

Authentication 18 1 4 

Attachments 0 0 23 

Track Resource Set 6 0 17 
Table 7 Capabilities as an OSLC server 

As an OSLC client, the distribution of capabilities that are supported is identified in Table 8. 

Client capability Fully 

supported 

Partially 

supported 

No Support 

Resource R.U.D. 

Operations 

0 4 19 

Creation Factory 0 0 23 

Query 3 0 20 

Selection Delegated 

Dialogs 

10 0 13 

Creation Delegated Dialogs 9 0 14 

Resource Preview 14 0 9 

Discovery 10 0 13 

Resource Shapes 4 0 19 

Authentication 14 0 9 

Attachments 0 0 23 

Track Resource Set 1 0 22 
Table 8 Capabilities as an OSLC client 
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The domain specifications covered by the applications are distributed as follows: 

Domain Specification Fully 

supported 

Partially 

supported 

No Support 

Change Management 16 0 7 

Quality Management 7 0 16 

Requirement Management 14 0 9 

Configuration Management 9 0 19 

Architecture Management 6 0 17 

Asset Management 1 0 22 

Automation 1 0 22 

Application-specific domains 6 0 17 

Possibility to define own domains 5 0 18 
Table 9 OSLC domain specification coverage 

6.3.2 Market Analysis 

It is interesting that a significant number of organisations are adopting OSLC to integrate applications 

within their own tool-suite. Besides the obvious example from IBM, one can see a similar pattern with 

PTC’s Integrity Lifecycle Manager, Integrity Modeler and WindChill, as well as Siemens’s Polarion and 

Teamcenter integrations. So, even when it is potentially possible to perform a tight integration, a loose 

integration - as advocated by OSLC – is preferred.  

Only two applications (from the same vendor) seem to support the new OSLC V3.0, while the 

remaining applications rely on the 2.0 version (See Table 3). This could very well be due to the need 

to integrate with IBM-Jazz and/or dependency on Eclipse Lyo, both of which are still based on OSLC 

2.0. OSLC 3.0 is designed to be backward compatible with 2.0, so the former dependency does not in 

theory exist. From the survey results, there is however no documented integration between adaptors 

from different versions.  

Almost all studied applications provide server capabilities for its resources and services. Of the two 

applications that do not provide server capabilities, one (IBM Engineering Insights) is a typical analysis 

tool that does not manage any artefacts of its own, and hence has no server-side capabilities to offer. 

On the other hand, the 40% applications with server-only capabilities can very well be further 

developed to support a client-side. This would improve the offerings of the application with better 

integration with other applications. It can be argued that server capabilities are of primary importance, 

since it allows any client to access an application’s internal resources and services, and hence breaks 

the information silos typically hindering the development of a well-integrated toolchain. On the other 

hand, the lack of client capabilities has limited disadvantages, localized to the tool itself.   

The three OSLC capabilities targeting end-users (namely Selection Delegated Dialogs, Creation 

Delegated Dialogs & Resource Preview) are the most commonly available capabilities – both as a 

server or client capability. This was originally a surprising finding, since user interface functionalities 

are considered relatively more demanding/expensive to develop, compared to API interfaces. This is 

especially the case if the capabilities are not developed natively, since it is harder for a 3rd party to 

develop a well-integrated user interface for another application it has little control over. On the other 

hand, traceability links between artefacts from different applications form the fundamental building 

block for integrated data. In most cases, the creation of such links remains a manual process that 

needs to be managed by an end-user. For this reason, user interface capabilities become fundamental 
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to support the creation of traceability links. They form a minimum requirement, upon which other 

OSLC capabilities can rely, and build upon. 

The other services relating to the handling of traceability links are the machine-to-machine REST 

operations that enable clients to create, read, update, delete (C.R.U.D.) and query resources on the 

server. Very few applications seem to provide support for these capabilities, either as a server or client 

capability. This is again surprising, since it is technically the central aspect of OSLC’s RDF REST based 

architecture. Moreover, compared to graphical user interfaces, they are relatively easier to provide, 

even when developed by a third party. For example, in the 3rd party adaptor for JIRA developed by 

Ericsson, the logic to provide an OSLC read/update/create functionality simply needs to delegate the 

REST requests to the JIRA API. Given this very weak support, the scenarios motivating these 

capabilities does not seem to be strong (from the survey results), or at least not yet prioritized 

compared to those motivating the need of Delegated UIs.  

Authentication and discovery capabilities seem also to be widely supported (Table 4). There seems to 

be a strong correlation between applications that provide such capabilities, and their documented 

integration with Jazz-based applications (examples of such applications are OSLC Connect for JIRA and 

Tasktop Synch). It is suspected that this is driven by the necessity of provide these capabilities in order 

to integrate with Jazz-based applications. In addition, applications whose OSLC capabilities are based 

on the Eclipse Lyo SDK (such as Siemens Polarion, Siemens Teamcenter, and JIRA OSLC plugin), also 

seem to provide authentication and discovery, which are relatively easily obtained by default. It is 

surprising however that most authentication support is based on the now obsolete OAuth v1.0 

standard. Again, this is likely driven by need to integrate with Jazz applications, and/or the availability 

of that standard in the Eclipse Lyo SDK. 

Very few applications, besides IBM Jazz applications, seem to be supporting resource shapes. It is 

however suspected that this capability is not necessarily mentioned in the analysed documentations, 

since it is typically not a functional feature of an OSLC server/client. 

The Attachment capability is not supported by any of the studied applications. This is new in the OSLC 

3.0 standard and may very well not be available in any current OSLC implementation.  

Finally, the only products supporting the TRS protocol are those from IBM (as well as “OSLC Connect 

for Windchill” and “OSLC Connect for JIRA” which are designed to integrate with Jazz). From the client 

perspective, IBM’s Engineering Insights is the only available TRS client. It seems that the TRS capability 

has not gained wider acceptance yet, or the needs for such capability (in order to report and analyse 

cross-application resources) is not yet established.  

Most of the standard OSLC domain specifications are relatively well covered by the surveyed 

applications, apart from Asset Management and Automation. The later have however a more limited 

application, which can explain its limited adoption. 

Few applications provide the possibility to define custom domain specifications. Given the minimalistic 

nature of the OSLC domain specifications, this can imply that not all information is being exposed by 

the application’s OSLC interface. But given that very few applications expose the machine-to-machine 

capabilities that really depend on the information model of the domain specification, this limitation is 

not directly apparent. Applications that provide Delegated UI capabilities are not constrained by a 

limited information model of the supported domain specification, since a HTML-representation of the 

resources is provided, whose content is not constrained in any way by the standard. 
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7 Development Directions and Industrial Commitment 

7.1 OSLC Loose Integrations to Co-exist and Complement Tighter Approaches 
Studying the supported scenarios in this survey, the overall trend seems to be for applications to 

support OSLC, to allow end-users to create traceability links across applications. Delegated UI 

capabilities are widely supported to allow the end-user to manually identify the distributed artefacts 

and create links to. This can be contrasted to the tighter synchronisation mechanism in which the 

mapping of the information model between applications is automated. 

Although it is not explicitly analysed in this survey, it is worth noting that these same applications have 

nevertheless maintained their dedicated point-point tighter integrations, in which information is 

imported/exported/synchronised. A likely prediction is that the loose coupling approach of OSLC for 

traceability, can (or need to) co-exist with the tighter synchronisation approaches that cover other 

integration needs. 

It is worth speculating whether – once both approaches are equally well established - the loose OSLC 

approach becomes more dominant to solve integration needs once solved using tighter integration 

approaches. For example, Polarion provides a specific JIRA Connector that can be configured to 

synchronize information to and from JIRA into Polarion. The ultimate purpose of this Connector is to 

allow the end-user to create links between Polarion WorkItems and JIRA Issues - from within the 

Polarion application. Assuming the availability of a stable OSLC server for JIRA, will that be sufficient 

to satisfy this same need?  

7.2 Reference Implementations & Platforms 
The survey highlights a number of small and large applications that support OSLC integrations. True 

to the spirit of OSLC, this support is simply implemented into these applications. That is, there is no 

need for any platform or middleware to realise an OSLC integration. 

But given the stack of technologies involved, it would be very beneficial to have some supporting 

platforms or middleware that facilitates the realisation of OSLC solutions. IBM Jazz is such a platform, 

providing many of the common functionalities such as authentication, licensing, etc. IBM Jazz has also 

its own community of developers and users. But being tied to a certain application vendor - IBM, it 

would be beneficial for the OSLC community if additional solutions become also available.  

Again, besides IBM’s tool-suite, most documented integrations are based on a pair of connected tools. 

It would be here also beneficial to have reference implementations of relatively larger tool-chains, 

that are not dominated by a particular tool suite from a particular provider. This would play a very 

crucial role in proving the usability of OSLC. 

7.3 Tool Support & Education 
If the presence of platforms and middleware does not fit the vision of OSLC, there ought at least to be 

very strong support to facilitate the adoption of OSLC by application vendors and third-parties. This 

support can take the form of dedicated technologies for OSLC, such as development tools, software 

development kits (SDKs) and libraries. Support can also be provided through professional education 

and workshops to share best practices of the industry. If such support cannot be of commercial 

interest for application vendors to provide, there ought to be enough interest for 3rd parties to fill in 

this gap.  
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The open-source Eclipse Lyo project (https://www.eclipse.org/lyo/) is the most active available OSLC 

support. Eclipse Lyo is dedicated for Java developers. It is necessary for OSLC support to cover the very 

heterogonous nature of applications, which can be based on different programming languages, 

architectures, persistence technologies, etc. Support is lacking today for other environments, and the 

OSLC community needs to drive for more viable platforms and tools. 

7.4 A Richer Community 
The current OSLC standardisation committee is relatively small and limited in the number and type of 

contributing members. And, as seen in the survey, although many application vendors are adopting 

OSLC, the effort seems to be done in isolation. This is ironic considering that OSLC is dealing with the 

integration challenge, which would need communication and cooperation among many stakeholders. 

A richer community consisting of application vendors, end-user organisations, third-party solution 

providers and academics is necessary. End-user organisations are particularly crucial to have onboard, 

in order to push the standard in the desired direction. 

When dealing with integration, all organisations that want to promote this open OSLC standard will 

themselves benefit if they are open in their intent to adopt the standard and share their experience 

in doing so. 

7.5 Future of OSLC 3.0 
Of all the surveyed applications, only two applications support the new OSLC Core version 3.0. The 

open-source Eclipse Lyo project that supports OSLC developments does not yet support OSLC version 

3.0. 

Will there be enough momentum to migrate existing implementations from 2.0 to 3.0? It is worth 

noting that 3.0 is meant to be backward compatible with 2.0, so an application integration based on a 

mix of the two versions ought to work. 

OSLC 3.0 is technically an improvement from 2.0, with the main advantage being its adoption of the 

Linked Data Platform 1.0 W3C Recommendation (https://www.w3.org/TR/ldp/). Functionally, there is 

however no significant additions to the specification, leading to little motivation to migrate to 3.0. 

It can also be speculated that many solutions seem to revolve around integration with IBM Jazz-based 

applications, which are themselves still based on OSLC 2.0. Until Jazz migrates to OSLC 3.0, (or as 

argued earlier, more reference implementations and platforms are available), the adoption of the new 

version may be too slow to adopt. 
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8 Summary – The Vision Revisited 
Given its size and complexity, a CPS is as unique as its development environment, and the 

organisation(s) developing it. Only an integration approach that makes minimal assumptions about 

the technologies used by the applications can stand a chance against the heterogeneity of these 

constituting applications. 

Being based on the REST architectural pattern, OSLC allows for a scalable interaction mechanism 

between independent applications, that can themselves be developed using any technology, and 

without necessarily being designed to work with each other. Scalability is achieved through the 

statelessness, as well as the simplicity of the standard methods of the interactions. 

Secondly, OSLC adopts RDF for the communication of information between these REST services. The 

graph-based data model of RDF is particularly attractive for its flexibility in dealing with the integration 

of heterogenous information from various independent applications, whose schemas cannot be 

defined a-priori.  

Finally, the ability to publish information together with its semantics enables a truly decentralised 

information system. With RDF, an application can share its information, together with its own defined 

model, independently of any other application. 

By combining REST and RDF, an OSLC-based integration is best fitted to handle a heterogenous and 

unique CPS environment that needs to evolve over time. 

OSLC does not rely on any automation or analysis techniques to integrate data between applications. 

This can be contrasted to the tighter synchronisation mechanism in which the mapping of the 

information model between applications is automated. Instead, OSLC proposes the use of Delegated 

User Interfaces to provide the end user with easily accessible interfaces to manually create links 

between artefacts from different applications. Lowering the threshold for the end-user to explicitly 

trace information across applications provides for a more reliable and consistent set of information, 

where relationships are not left implicit. 

OSLC’s linking approach is particularly relevant for the inter-disciplinary traceability needs defined in 

section 2, since it does not rely on a tightly integrated information model across the disciplines and 

applications. True to its nature, this traceability does not rely on any central component either. 

Instead, it focuses on supporting the end-user to globally navigate and identify the necessarily linking 

to define. The assumption being that the end-user holds the competence and deep knowledge of the 

information model to establish these relationships. Until artificial intelligence can replace the 

engineer’s daily activities, such a linking mechanism is necessary, and needs to be supported. 

The survey in this report does confirm this overall trend for applications to mainly support OSLC’s 

delegated capabilities to allow end-users to create traceability links across applications. It is also 

particularly interesting for the vision for a cross-disciplinary integrated development environment, 

that a significant number of organisations are adopting OSLC to integrate their own PLM and ALM 

applications (For example, PTC’s Integrity Lifecycle Manager with WindChill, and Siemens’s Polarion 

with Teamcenter).  
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In summary, what role – if any – can the OSLC standard play in integrating the development 

environment of CPSs, as envisaged in section 2? How can the capabilities of OSLC be used to establish 

traceability between engineering artefacts created and maintained in different development 

environments as illustrated in Figure 1 (An extract of which is duplicated here as Figure 3)?  

 

Figure 3 (A duplicate of Figure 1) Integrated, federated development environment – principle 

As briefly presented in section 4.2, OSLC does provide explicit support for each of the four integration 

dimensions necessary across disciplines (The vertical dimensions in Figure 3Figure 1), namely the OSLC 

Domain Specifications of Requirement Management, Change Management and Configuration 

Management. Notably, the Configuration Management specification is designed to globally manage 

versions and configurations of resources from across the other domains. While necessary, it is beyond 

the scope of this report to evaluate the details of each of these domains and their suitability for the 

envisaged vision. Further analysis of the domains referenced in section 4.2 is essential.  
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Appendix – Survey of Commercial Applications with OSLC Support 
Below is one representation of the survey results, broken down to suite the format of a textual 

document. 

A read-only interactive representation of the survey (in the version published in this report) can be 

found as the data set http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3777756.  

For the most recent version of the survey, the reader is instead referred to the Google Sheets 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1reWx2nIWGapBIZBjY1mBcXyRwLrkz3U68rYDc_jpD8M 
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Applications – Product Information 
 

  



Product Name Category 

(Engineering Application, 

Middleware,  ALM, PLM)

Integration Type 

(a) Native support vs. 3rd 

party vs. in-house

(b) open-source vs. 

commercial

Application homepage Source

PTC Integrity Modeler 9.2 Engineering Application

(Modelling Tool)

Native support https://www.ptc.com/en/products/plm/plm-products/integrity-

modeler-what-is-new

Reading the user manual on, https://support.ptc.com/help/modeler/r9.2/en/

PTC Integrity Lifecycle 

Manager 12.2.1.0

ALM Native support https://www.ptc.com/en/products/plm/plm-

products/windchill/rv-s

Reading the OSLC documentations 

(1) 

https://www.ptc.com/en/support/refdoc/Integrity_Lifecycle_Manager/12.2/OSLCClient_Integrity

_12_2_1_0 (for client) 

(2)  

https://www.ptc.com/en/support/refdoc/Integrity_Lifecycle_Manager/12.2/OSLCServer_Integrit

y_12_2_1_0 (for server)

PTC WindChill PLM Native support https://www.ptc.com/en/products/plm/plm-products/windchill Some blog posts:

* https://www.ptc.com/en/news/2019/ptc-announces-windchill-integrity-combination

* https://www.ptc.com/en/windchill-blog/windchill-enhancements-deliver-increasingly-robust-

product-lifecycle-management-platform

* Some basic information from https://www.ptc.com/ru/support/article/cs311821

Also, based on information from the analysis of (1) Integrity Modeller, and (2) Integrity Lifecycle 

Manager. (If they claim that they can consume Windchill resources, then we can deduce that 

Windchill provides such a service).
OSLC Connect for Windchill PLM 3rd party

(By Sodius)

https://www.sodius.com/en/products/oslc-connect-for-

windchill

User and Admin manual: https://help.sodius.cloud/help/nav/14

OSLC Connect for JIRA ALM 3rd party

(By Sodius)

https://www.sodius.com/en/products/oslc-connect-for-

jira 

User and Admin manual: https://help.sodius.cloud/help/nav/13

JIRA OSLC plugin Engineering Application

(Issue Handling tool)

In-house & open source

(By Ericsson)

https://github.com/Ericsson/jira-oslc-plugin * user documentation on https://github.com/Ericsson/jira-oslc-

plugin/blob/master/oslcjira/doc/user_doc.md

* through author's own usage and experiences with the plugin

OSLC Hansoft Adapter Engineering Application 

(Planning Tool)

In-house & open source

(By Ericsson)

https://github.com/Ericsson/hansoft-oslc-adapter source code analysis from https://github.com/Ericsson/hansoft-oslc-adapter

OSLC Microsoft Team 

Foundation Server (TFS) 

Adapter

ALM In-house & open source

(By Ericsson)

https://github.com/Ericsson/tfs-oslc-adapter source code analysis from: https://github.com/Ericsson/tfs-oslc-adapter

Application Meta Data



Product Name Category 

(Engineering Application, 

Middleware,  ALM, PLM)

Integration Type 

(a) Native support vs. 3rd 

party vs. in-house

(b) open-source vs. 

commercial

Application homepage Source

Application Meta Data

Siemens Polarion ALM Native support https://polarion.plm.automation.siemens.com/ Polarion user manual: 

https://docs.plm.automation.siemens.com/content/polarion/19.2/help/en_US/user_and_admini

stration_help/getting_started.html

Siemens Teamcenter PLM Native support https://www.plm.automation.siemens.com/global/en/pro

ducts/teamcenter/

“Teamcenter Polarion Integration 4.2” 

https://docs.plm.automation.siemens.com/content/polarion/19.1/help/en_US/teamcenter_pola

rion_integration_installation_42/about_this_guide.html

Kovair Omnibus Middleware Native support https://www.kovair.com/omnibus-integration/ These sources have limited detailed information about the OSLC capabilities.

* Document under https://www.kovair.com/case-studies/windchill-plm-alm-integration-using-

kovair-omnibus-oslc/ & https://www.kovair.com/product-literature/kovair-omnibus-integrations-

why-are-we-better/ 

* https://www.kovair.com/RESOURCES/Product-Brochure/Kovair-Omnibus-Platform-OSLC-and-

Other-Integrations.pdf

* https://www.kovair.com/WebHelp/; https://www.kovair.com/omnibus-integration/oslc-

provider/; https://www.kovair.com/blog/hp-qc-and-ibm-rtc-integration-with-kovair-omnibus/; 

https://www.kovair.com/blog/enhancing-team-performance-by-integrating-ibm-rrc-rtc-and-hp-

qc/; https://www.slideshare.net/Kovair/kovair-omnibus-oslc-and-other-integrations-product-

brochure
A collection of 3 Catia Plugins, 

targeting Catia modelling 

tools:

1. Catia Teamwork Cloud 

(TWCloud) 

2. Catia Cameo collaborator 

for TW Cloud (CC4TWC) 

3. Catia Cameo DataHub 

(Catia Plugins)

Engineering Application

(Modelling Tool)

Native support * TWCloud 

https://docs.nomagic.com/display/TWCloud190SP2/Team

work+Cloud+Documentation

* CC4TWC 

https://docs.nomagic.com/display/CC4TWC190SP2/Introd

uction+to+Cameo+Collaborator+for+TWC

* Cameo DataHub 

https://www.nomagic.com/products/cameo-datahub

Manuals:

* TWCloud manual https://docs.nomagic.com/display/TWCloud190SP2/OSLC+API

* CC4TWC manual 

https://docs.nomagic.com/display/CC4TWC190SP2/Publishing+an+OSLC+resource 

* DataHub manuals https://docs.nomagic.com/display/CDH190SP2/OSLC+tutorial & 

https://docs.nomagic.com/display/CDH190SP2/Working+with+OSLC+features

A collection of Catia’s 

modelling tools:

1. MagicDraw 

2. Cameo Systems Modeler 

3. Cameo Enterprise 

Architecture

Engineering Application

(Modelling Tool)

Native support * MagicDraw: 

https://www.nomagic.com/products/magicdraw

* Cameo Systems Modeler: 

https://www.nomagic.com/products/cameo-systems-

modeler

* Cameo Enterprise Architecture: 

https://www.nomagic.com/products/cameo-enterprise-

architecture

Manuals:

* MagicDraw: https://docs.nomagic.com/display/MD190 

* Cameo Systems Modeler: https://docs.nomagic.com/display/CSM190 

* Cameo Enterprise Architecture: https://docs.nomagic.com/display/CEA190 

3DEXPERIENCE PLM Native support https://www.3ds.com/products-services/3dexperience/ Manual 

https://help.3ds.com/2019x/English/DSDoc/FrontmatterMap/DSDocHome.htm?ContextScope=o

npremise

Tasktop Synch Middleware 3rd party

(By Tasktop)

https://www.tasktop.com/tasktop-sync user manual https://docs.tasktop.com/sync/user-guide

Engineering Requirements 

Management DOORS Next 

(formerly Rational DOORS 

Next Generation)

Engineering Application

(Requirements Tool)

Native support https://jazz.net/products/rational-doors-next-generation/ user manual: 

https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSYMRC_6.0.6.1/com.ibm.rational.rrm.help.do

c/topics/c_rm_intro.html



Product Name Category 

(Engineering Application, 

Middleware,  ALM, PLM)

Integration Type 

(a) Native support vs. 3rd 

party vs. in-house

(b) open-source vs. 

commercial

Application homepage Source

Application Meta Data

Engineering Workflow 

Management (formerly 

Rational Team Concert)

Engineering Application

(Planning Tool)

Native support https://jazz.net/products/rational-team-concert/ User manual: 

https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSYMRC_6.0.6.1/com.ibm.team.concert.sdk.do

c/topics/r_oslc_services.html

Engineering Test Management 

(formerly Rational Quality 

Manager)

Engineering Application

(Quality management tool)

Native support https://jazz.net/products/rational-quality-manager/ User manual: 

https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSYMRC_6.0.6.1/com.ibm.rational.test.qm.doc

/topics/r_oslc_services.html

Engineering Lifecycle 

Optimization - Engineering 

Insights (formerly Rational 

Engineering Lifecycle 

Management)

Engineering Application

(Reporting Tool)

Native support https://jazz.net/products/rational-engineering-lifecycle-

manager/

user manual: 

https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSYMRC_6.0.6.1/com.ibm.team.jp.relm.doc/to

pics/c_node_product_relm.html

Engineering Systems Design 

Rhapsody - Model Manager

Engineering Application

(Modelling Tool)

Native support https://jazz.net/products/rhapsody-model-manager/ user manual: 

https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSYMRC_6.0.6.1/com.ibm.rational.rmm.overvi

ew.doc/com.ibm.rational.rmm.overview.doc_eclipse-gentopic5.html

IBM Continuous Engineering 

Connector for IoT in Rational 

Engineering Lifecycle Manager

Engineering Application Native support https://jazz.net/products/ce4iot-connector/ user manual: https://jazz.net/downloads/ce4iot-connector/releases/6.0.5.1?p=userGuide

Rational Asset Manager Engineering Application Native support https://jazz.net/products/rational-asset-manager/ User manual: 

https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSUS84_7.5.4/com.ibm.ram.doc/topics/c_rest_

api.html

Context System Design 

Management (SDM)

Engineering Application

(Traceability Tool)

Native support https://www.mentor.com/products/sm/context-sdm/ white paper obtained via https://www.mentor.com/products/sm/resources/overview/oslc-and-

context-sdm-8fa346a4-83f9-4d93-9d36-f38f1882d80f
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OSLC Server Capabilities 
 

 

  



Product Name Resource R.U.D. 

Operations

Creation Factory Query Selection Delegated 

Dialogs

Creation Delegated 

Dialogs

Resource Preview Discovery Resource Shapes Authentication Attachments Track Resource Set

PTC Integrity Modeler 9.2

PTC Integrity Lifecycle 

Manager 12.2.1.0

It is possible to perform 

GET operatiions on OSLC 

resources, specifying a 

range of RDF formats.

server provides compact 

resources for accessing 

small previews of 

Integrity Lifecycle 

Manager Document and 

Node types

provides an OSLC Service 

Provider Catalog to 

enable OSLC client 

applications to find the 

Service Providers and 

the nested Service 

Provider Catalogs

Following schemes are 

supported:

* Basic Auth

* Single-sign-on with 

OAUTH token in the 

Bearer Token header

* External auth_private 

scheme

PTC WindChill Application supports 

querying of OSLC Clients 

to link resources to 

Windchill Parts based on 

OSLC specifications.

We assume so, since 

Integrity Modeler and 

Integrity Lifecycle 

Manger seem to be 

consumers of Windchill 

resources

Provides OSLC Catalog 

for discovery

The default 

authorization for the 

Windchill OSLC Services 

is Basic authorization.

OSLC Connect for Windchill Assume GET, since it 

provides TRS.

Provides rootservices 

and catalog for discovery

Follows the complete 

oauth mechanism with 

Jazz.

Produces TRS artefacts, 

for full integration with 

IBM RELM, Reporting 

Services, etc.

OSLC Connect for JIRA Assume GET, since it 

provides TRS.

Provides rootservices 

and catalog for discovery

Follows the complete 

oauth mechanism with 

Jazz.

Produces TRS artefacts, 

for full integration with 

IBM RELM, Reporting 

Services, etc.

JIRA OSLC plugin GET and UPDATE. 

DELETE would not make 

sense.

Provides rootservices 

and catalog for discovery

Follows the Lyo oauth 

implementation

OSLC Hansoft Adapter GET and UPDATE. No 

DELETE

OSLC Microsoft Team 

Foundation Server (TFS) 

Adapter

GET and UPDATE. No 

DELETE

Application Server capabilities



Product Name Resource R.U.D. 

Operations

Creation Factory Query Selection Delegated 

Dialogs

Creation Delegated 

Dialogs

Resource Preview Discovery Resource Shapes Authentication Attachments Track Resource Set

Application Server capabilities

Siemens Polarion Only GET (No Update, 

nor Delete)

Provides rootservices 

and catalog for discovery

Follows the Lyo oauth 

implementation

Siemens Teamcenter Only GET (No Update, 

nor Delete)

Provides rootservices 

and catalog for discovery

Follows the Lyo oauth 

implementation

Kovair Omnibus

A collection of 3 Catia Plugins, 

targeting Catia modelling 

tools:

1. Catia Teamwork Cloud 

(TWCloud) 

2. Catia Cameo collaborator 

for TW Cloud (CC4TWC) 

3. Catia Cameo DataHub 

(Catia Plugins)

TWCloud currently has 

neither OSLC delegated 

dialog nor querying 

services exposed.

TWCloud currently has 

neither OSLC delegated 

dialog nor querying 

services exposed.

TWCloud currently has 

neither OSLC delegated 

dialog nor querying 

services exposed.

* Through CC4TWC, one 

can see the OSLC UI 

previews of model 

elements.

* TWCloud offers UI 

previews through 

integration with Catia 

Cameo collaborator for 

TW Cloud (CC4TWC)

* TWCloud support root 

services and discovery

* CC4TWC support root 

services and discovery

* TWCloud supports 

oauth1.0a as expected 

of OSLC

* CC4TWC supports 

oauth1.0a as expected 

of OSLC

A collection of Catia’s 

modelling tools:

1. MagicDraw 

2. Cameo Systems Modeler 

3. Cameo Enterprise 

Architecture

3DEXPERIENCE 

Tasktop Synch A generic Tasktop Synch 

dialog is provided.

A generic Tasktop Synch 

dialog is provided.

Support for rootservices 

and Oauth1

Engineering Requirements 

Management DOORS Next 

(formerly Rational DOORS 

Next Generation)

GET Only



Product Name Resource R.U.D. 

Operations

Creation Factory Query Selection Delegated 

Dialogs

Creation Delegated 

Dialogs

Resource Preview Discovery Resource Shapes Authentication Attachments Track Resource Set

Application Server capabilities

Engineering Workflow 

Management (formerly 

Rational Team Concert)

GET and PUT (Not 

delete) 

Engineering Test Management 

(formerly Rational Quality 

Manager)

Engineering Lifecycle 

Optimization - Engineering 

Insights (formerly Rational 

Engineering Lifecycle 

Management)

Engineering Systems Design 

Rhapsody - Model Manager

IBM Continuous Engineering 

Connector for IoT in Rational 

Engineering Lifecycle Manager

Assuming so, since it 

integrates with Jazz, and 

other consuming 

applications

Rational Asset Manager Assuming so, since it 

integrates with Jazz, and 

other consuming 

applications

Context System Design 

Management (SDM)

Capabilities can be either 

provided through the 

tool's existing OSLC 

interface, or through a 

tool-specific plugin that 

tightly connects with the 

Context SDM server.

Capabilities can be either 

provided through the 

tool's existing OSLC 

interface, or through a 

tool-specific plugin that 

tightly connects with the 

Context SDM server.
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OSLC Client Capabilities 
 

 

  



Product Name Resource R.U.D. 

Operations

Creation Factory Query Selection Delegated 

Dialogs

Creation Delegated 

Dialogs

Resource Preview Discovery Resource Shapes Authentication Attachments Track Resource Set

PTC Integrity Modeler 9.2 No delegation. 

Application provides 

own dedicated "OSLC 

Browser", for viewing 

data in other OSLC-

compliant systems. From 

this browser, the 

external data can be 

selected, and then 

draged into Modeler to 

create a link.

* From the "OSLC 

Browser", it is possible 

to use small/large UI 

preview. 

* It is also possible to 

use UI Preview once the 

link is made within the 

application.

* It is not officially stated 

what mechanism is used. 

But judging from the 

descriptions in the 

integration of IBM Doors 

and Integrety Lifecycle 

Manager, it seems to be 

based on OAuth1.

PTC Integrity Lifecycle 

Manager 12.2.1.0

One is able to navigate 

to remote servers to 

query and select. But 

this seems to be based 

on some query, rather 

than a delegaeted UI.

Once a link is created, 

one can view the large 

preview of the OSLC data 

exposed by the Integrity 

Modeler OSLC Server 

and Windchill OSLC 

Server in DocStudio

Application allows the 

discovery of Integrity 

Modeler resources, and 

Windchill Parts 

resources.

PTC WindChill

OSLC Connect for Windchill Follows the complete 

oauth mechanism with 

Jazz.

OSLC Connect for JIRA Follows the complete 

oauth mechanism with 

Jazz.

JIRA OSLC plugin Have services to UPDATE 

resources on remote 

provider, with links 

(being added/deleted).

OSLC Hansoft Adapter

OSLC Microsoft Team 

Foundation Server (TFS) 

Adapter

Application Client capabilities



Product Name Resource R.U.D. 

Operations

Creation Factory Query Selection Delegated 

Dialogs

Creation Delegated 

Dialogs

Resource Preview Discovery Resource Shapes Authentication Attachments Track Resource Set

Application Client capabilities

Siemens Polarion Only GET (No Update, 

nor Delete)

Follows the Lyo oauth 

implementation

Siemens Teamcenter Only GET (No Update, 

nor Delete)

Follows the Lyo oauth 

implementation

Kovair Omnibus

A collection of 3 Catia Plugins, 

targeting Catia modelling 

tools:

1. Catia Teamwork Cloud 

(TWCloud) 

2. Catia Cameo collaborator 

for TW Cloud (CC4TWC) 

3. Catia Cameo DataHub 

(Catia Plugins)

Cameo DataHub can 

handle both OSLCQuery 

and SPARQL

Cameo DataHub - No. 

They do offer ability to 

select/Create resources 

from a provider, but it 

seems to be through 

own dialogs, rather than 

through OSLC DUI.

Cameo DataHub - No. 

They do offer ability to 

select/Create resources 

from a provider, but it 

seems to be through 

own dialogs, rather than 

through OSLC DUI.

Cameo DataHub 

supports Resource 

Preview

Cameo DataHub can act 

as a consumer, 

connected via root 

services, and oauth, as 

expected of OSLC

A collection of Catia’s 

modelling tools:

1. MagicDraw 

2. Cameo Systems Modeler 

3. Cameo Enterprise 

Architecture

3DEXPERIENCE 

Tasktop Synch

Engineering Requirements 

Management DOORS Next 

(formerly Rational DOORS 

Next Generation)



Product Name Resource R.U.D. 

Operations

Creation Factory Query Selection Delegated 

Dialogs

Creation Delegated 

Dialogs

Resource Preview Discovery Resource Shapes Authentication Attachments Track Resource Set

Application Client capabilities

Engineering Workflow 

Management (formerly 

Rational Team Concert)

Engineering Test Management 

(formerly Rational Quality 

Manager)

Engineering Lifecycle 

Optimization - Engineering 

Insights (formerly Rational 

Engineering Lifecycle 

Management)

GET only

Engineering Systems Design 

Rhapsody - Model Manager

IBM Continuous Engineering 

Connector for IoT in Rational 

Engineering Lifecycle Manager

Rational Asset Manager

Context System Design 

Management (SDM)
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OSLC Domain Specifications 
 

 

  



Product Name Change 

Management

Quality 

Management

Requirement 

Management

Configuration 

Management

Architecture 

Management

Asset Management Automation Application-specific 

domains

Possibility to define 

own domains

PTC Integrity Modeler 9.2 Seems to be supported 

through it's consumption 

of artefacts from IBM 

DOORS, and DOORS NG.

* The link types that are 

available when creating 

OSLC Links can be 

configured.

PTC Integrity Lifecycle 

Manager 12.2.1.0

< As a Server for:

• Requirements

• Requirement 

Documents

As a client, consume 

resources from Integrity 

Modeler (which supports 

RM domain.)

As a client, application 

can consume resources 

from Windchill OSLC 

Server provides, which 

supports for the 

Configuration 

Management domain.

As a client, application 

can consume resources 

from Integrity Modeler 

OSLC Server, which 

provides support for 

Architecture 

Management domain.

Server provides Service 

Providers for:

• Projects

PTC WindChill As an OSLC Server, 

supports Configuration 

Management 1.0 (for 

exposing Windchill 

Parts)

OSLC Connect for Windchill As a provider, one can 

link (from example IBM 

RTC work items) to 

change requests in 

Windchill

As a consumer, this 

version of OSLC Connect 

For Windchill allows 

linking from Windchill 

Parts to external 

artifacts from the 

Requirements 

Management domain.

As a consumer, one can 

create links from the 

Windchill Part to 

Artifacts within a Global 

Configuration.

As a provider, one can 

link (from Doors 

Requirements) to parts 

in Windchill

As a consumer, this 

version of OSLC Connect 

For Windchill covers only 

linking from change 

requests (to IBM RTC 

work items).

OSLC Connect for JIRA JIRA,  is mainly a 

provider of Change 

Requests

As a consumer As a consumer As a consumer.

JIRA does not define 

configirations, but 

adaptor can be 

configured to work wth 

Applications that have 

Configuration 

Management enabled.

Application Domain Specifications



Product Name Change 

Management

Quality 

Management

Requirement 

Management

Configuration 

Management

Architecture 

Management

Asset Management Automation Application-specific 

domains

Possibility to define 

own domains

Application Domain Specifications

JIRA OSLC plugin JIRA,  is mainly a 

provider of Change 

Requests

OSLC Hansoft Adapter

OSLC Microsoft Team 

Foundation Server (TFS) 

Adapter

Siemens Polarion Supports polarion-

specific domains

Possible to define 

custom mappings 

between Polarion 

WorkItems and other 

Linked Data resource 

Types

Siemens Teamcenter Supports Siemens-

specific domains 

(Software Release, 

Software Architecture, 

etc.)

Possible to define 

custom mappings 

between Polarion 

WorkItems and other 

Linked Data resource 

Types

Kovair Omnibus

A collection of 3 Catia Plugins, 

targeting Catia modelling 

tools:

1. Catia Teamwork Cloud 

(TWCloud) 

2. Catia Cameo collaborator 

for TW Cloud (CC4TWC) 

3. Catia Cameo DataHub 

(Catia Plugins)

As a consumer, Cameo 

DataHub seems to be 

specifically targeted 

towards Providers of 

Requirements

As a provider, TWCloud 

exposes model element 

data following OSLC 

Architecture 

Managemenet (AM).



Product Name Change 

Management

Quality 

Management

Requirement 

Management

Configuration 

Management

Architecture 

Management

Asset Management Automation Application-specific 

domains

Possibility to define 

own domains

Application Domain Specifications

A collection of Catia’s 

modelling tools:

1. MagicDraw 

2. Cameo Systems Modeler 

3. Cameo Enterprise 

Architecture

3DEXPERIENCE As a consumer, integrate 

to an external Change 

Management system 

Tasktop Synch As a Provider, 

application seems to 

focus on change 

management systems

Engineering Requirements 

Management DOORS Next 

(formerly Rational DOORS 

Next Generation)

As a consumer As a consumer As a consumer, and 

producer

As a consumer, and 

producer

Engineering Workflow 

Management (formerly 

Rational Team Concert)

As a consumer, and 

producer

As a consumer As a consumer

Engineering Test 

Management (formerly 

Rational Quality Manager)

As a consumer, and 

producer

As a consumer As a consumer As a consumer, and 

producer

Engineering Lifecycle 

Optimization - Engineering 

Insights (formerly Rational 

Engineering Lifecycle 

Management)

Engineering Systems Design 

Rhapsody - Model Manager

As a consumer As a consumer, and 

producer

As a consumer, and 

producer



Product Name Change 

Management

Quality 

Management

Requirement 

Management

Configuration 

Management

Architecture 

Management

Asset Management Automation Application-specific 

domains

Possibility to define 

own domains

Application Domain Specifications

IBM Continuous Engineering 

Connector for IoT in Rational 

Engineering Lifecycle 

Manager

As a provider As a provider, it exposes 

IBM Watson IoT 

Platform artifacts.

Rational Asset Manager As a consumer As a consumer As a consumer As a consumer

Context System Design 

Management (SDM)

provides a flexible 

underlying metamodel 

to support extensibility

provides a flexible 

underlying metamodel 

to support extensibility
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OSLC 3.0 Support Documented integrations with other systems

Product Name

PTC Integrity Modeler 9.2 * IBM Doors

* IBM Doors NG

* Integrety Lifecycle Manager

* Windchill

PTC Integrity Lifecycle 

Manager 12.2.1.0

It seems that the 

implementation is 

(partially?) based on OSLC 

3.0.

* PTC recommends using the 

OSLC-Core-version header 

with value as 3.0 in

the OSLC client requests

* Integrity Modeller 

* WindChill

PTC WindChill * Integrity Modeller 

* Integrity Lifecycle Manager

OSLC Connect for Windchill * Specific integration of PTC Windchill and IBM's ALM 

ecosystem (CCM, Doors Next Generation RM, and Global 

Configurations GC) – as indicated in the user manual and on 

https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/en/SSYMRC

_6.0.2/com.ibm.team.connector.cq.doc/topics/c_rtc_and_win

dchill.html

* Windchill PLM-ALM Integration using Kovair Omnibus 

(https://www.kovair.com/case-studies/windchill-plm-alm-

integration-using-kovair-omnibus-oslc/)

Application



OSLC 3.0 Support Documented integrations with other systems

Product Name

Application

OSLC Connect for JIRA Documentation explicitly discusses integration with IBM CLM 

applications

JIRA OSLC plugin Not according to any public information.

OSLC Hansoft Adapter Not according to any public information.

OSLC Microsoft Team 

Foundation Server (TFS) 

Adapter

Not according to any public information.

Siemens Polarion Polarion Integration with Teamcenter

https://docs.plm.automation.siemens.com/content/polarion/

19.1/help/en_US/teamcenter_polarion_integration_installatio

n_42/about_this_guide.html

Siemens Teamcenter Polarion Integration with Teamcenter

https://docs.plm.automation.siemens.com/content/polarion/

19.1/help/en_US/teamcenter_polarion_integration_installatio

n_42/about_this_guide.html

Kovair Omnibus * connect Windchill to Rational Team Concert 

* Integrate HP Quality Center - HP QC and IBM Rational Team 

Concert - IBM RTC



OSLC 3.0 Support Documented integrations with other systems

Product Name

Application

A collection of 3 Catia Plugins, 

targeting Catia modelling 

tools:

1. Catia Teamwork Cloud 

(TWCloud) 

2. Catia Cameo collaborator 

for TW Cloud (CC4TWC) 

3. Catia Cameo DataHub 

(Catia Plugins)

* Cameo DataHub Integration with Doors NextGeneration  

https://docs.nomagic.com/display/CDH190SP2/Business+Use

+Case+flow+with+DNG 

A collection of Catia’s 

modelling tools:

1. MagicDraw 

2. Cameo Systems Modeler 

3. Cameo Enterprise 

Architecture

3DEXPERIENCE 

Tasktop Synch integrations of IBM Jazz-based applications (Rational Team 

Concert, Rational DOORS Next Gen, Rational Team Concert) as 

OSLC consumers, that allows them to select & link to external 

repositories (such as HPE QC / ALM, JIRA, and TFS). The latter 

become OSLC Providers through Tasktop Synch.

https://docs.tasktop.com/sync/user-guide

Engineering Requirements 

Management DOORS Next 

(formerly Rational DOORS 

Next Generation)

Application is well integrated with other IBM Jazz-based 

products

* Integration with HP ALM Quality Center 

https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSYMRC_6.

0.6.1/com.ibm.rational.rrm.help.doc/topics/c_integ_hp.html

Engineering Workflow 

Management (formerly 

Rational Team Concert)

Application is well integrated with other IBM Jazz-based 

products



OSLC 3.0 Support Documented integrations with other systems

Product Name

Application

Engineering Test Management 

(formerly Rational Quality 

Manager)

Application is well integrated with other IBM Jazz-based 

products

Engineering Lifecycle 

Optimization - Engineering 

Insights (formerly Rational 

Engineering Lifecycle 

Management)

Application is well integrated with other IBM Jazz-based 

products

Engineering Systems Design 

Rhapsody - Model Manager

Application is well integrated with other IBM Jazz-based 

products

IBM Continuous Engineering 

Connector for IoT in Rational 

Engineering Lifecycle Manager

Application is well integrated with other IBM Jazz-based 

products

Rational Asset Manager

Context System Design 

Management (SDM)

n/a
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General Survey Comments 
 

 



Product Name General comments

PTC Integrity Modeler 9.2 The main focus of OSLC capailities seem to be for managing (creating, adding and 

viewing) traceability links to items in external systems.

PTC Integrity Lifecycle 

Manager 12.2.1.0

The OSLC integration is specifically dedicated to integrate Integrity Modeller and 

WindChill. No generic integrations to other applications is implied. Thy have an 

expilicit "Supported OSLC server types" that can only be INTEGRITY_MODELER or 

WINDCHILL

PTC WindChill Windchill has built-in features for linking and tracing between its native data and 

systems engineering, requirements management, source code management, and 

testing. It seems to focus on integration with the other PTC products Integrity 

Lifecycle Manager and Integrity Modeler

OSLC Connect for Windchill The application enables users of Windchill PLM to share information with IBM’s ALM 

ecosystem. It provides

* an “OSLC Provider” for Windchill PLM content, that allows the IBM ALM to 

consume its OSLC services.

* an “OSLC Consumer” of ALM content, that consumes OSLC services provided by 

Jazz (1) CCM, (2) Doors Next Generation RM, and (3) Global Configurations GC

Application Meta Data



Product Name General comments

Application Meta Data

OSLC Connect for JIRA Application allows one to create and report Collaboration Links between Atlassian 

Jira and IBM Collaborative Lifecycle Management applications

JIRA OSLC plugin Main role of this plugin is to provide establishing and removing OSLC links between 

JIRA issue and external OSLC object.

Plugin has a minor role as a consumer, where It can update resources on a provider, 

when a link is added/deleted.

OSLC Hansoft Adapter OSLC Hansoft Adapter extends Hansoft with OSLC/REST interface. OSLC/REST 

interface allows access to Hansoft data from other external tools or systems.

OSLC Microsoft Team 

Foundation Server (TFS) 

Adapter

OSLC TFS Adapter extends TFS with OSLC/REST interface. It allows access to TFS data 

from other external tools or systems. OSLC TFS Consumer is TFS plugin which 

updates data of external tools or systems using their OSLC/REST interface.

Siemens Polarion

Siemens Teamcenter Teamcenter LDF (Linked Data Framework) is an integration framework that allows 

you to integrate Teamcenter with different applications or enterprise information 

systems. It is based on linked data standards. Using data linking, you can create 

relations to resources in remote applications without copying data.

Kovair Omnibus Kovair Omnibus is an ESB-based Middleware platform.

It can enable all the tools already connected to the Omnibus to be exposed as “OSLC 

Service Providers”



Product Name General comments

Application Meta Data

A collection of 3 Catia 

Plugins, targeting Catia 

modelling tools:

1. Catia Teamwork Cloud 

(TWCloud) 

2. Catia Cameo collaborator 

for TW Cloud (CC4TWC) 

3. Catia Cameo DataHub 

(Catia Plugins)

We describe a combination of the following 3 Catia plugins that – together – provide 

the OSLC capabilities for Catia modelling tools.

* TWCloud provides clients with a modeling repository.

* CC4TWC is a web-based product designed to present models in a simplified form 

for stakeholders, sponsors, customers, and engineering teams. Through CC4TWC, 

one can publish models as OSLC resources. 

* Cameo DataHub allows NoMagic modeling tools to link and share data using (OSLC)

A collection of Catia’s 

modelling tools:

1. MagicDraw 

2. Cameo Systems Modeler 

3. Cameo Enterprise 

Architecture

These Catia modeling tools gain their OSLC capabilities through the integration of the 

Catia plugins TWCloud & CC4TWC & Cameo DataHub.

They are classified in the same way as these plugins.

3DEXPERIENCE ENOVIA apps can use OSLC to consume services provided by third-party apps and to 

provide services to third-party apps with which they are integrated.

Tasktop Synch Tasktop Sync allows teams to synchronize tasks across different defect and task 

tracking repositories.  For lighter-weight solution, Tasktop Sync's Task Linking 

enables traceability by letting you find and link related tasks using OSLC.

Engineering Requirements 

Management DOORS Next 

(formerly Rational DOORS 

Next Generation)

IBM Engineering Requirements Management DOORS Next (formerly RDNG) is a 

requirements management tool. 

It is part of IBM's Engineering Lifecycle Management Solution - a set of integrated 

ALM tools that work together as one, based on the Jazz platform.

Engineering Workflow 

Management (formerly 

Rational Team Concert)

IBM Engineering Workflow Management (formerly RTC) is a collaborative software 

development tool that teams use to manage all aspects of their work, such as 

iteration and release planning, change management, defect tracking, source control, 

and build automation.

It is part of IBM's Engineering Lifecycle Management Solution - a set of integrated 

ALM tools that work together as one, based on the Jazz platform.



Product Name General comments

Application Meta Data

Engineering Test 

Management (formerly 

Rational Quality Manager)

IBM Engineering Test Management (formerly RQM) offers comprehensive test 

planning, test construction, and test artifact management throughout the 

development lifecycle. 

It is part of IBM's Engineering Lifecycle Management Solution - a set of integrated 

ALM tools that work together as one, based on the Jazz platform.

Engineering Lifecycle 

Optimization - Engineering 

Insights (formerly Rational 

Engineering Lifecycle 

Management)

IBM Engineering Lifecycle Optimization - Engineering Insights (formerly RELM) helps 

you visualize, analyze and gain insight from your engineering lifecycle data. 

Engineering teams can improve their understanding of the relationships in complex 

lifecycle data and demonstrate compliance with regulatory and industry standards.

It is part of IBM's Engineering Lifecycle Management Solution - a set of integrated 

ALM tools that work together as one, based on the Jazz platform.

Engineering Systems Design 

Rhapsody - Model Manager

IBM Engineering Systems Design Rhapsody - Model Manager, is a design 

management server for IBM Engineering Systems Design Rhapsody, to extend 

Rhapsody models to the web, create traceability to the development lifecycle and 

take advantage of advanced configuration management in global configurations. 

It is part of IBM's Engineering Lifecycle Management Solution - a set of integrated 

ALM tools that work together as one, based on the Jazz platform.

IBM Continuous Engineering 

Connector for IoT in Rational 

Engineering Lifecycle 

Manager

The CE Connector for IoT enables teams to extend their development practices to 

include the teams building IoT solution components using the IBM Watson IoT 

Platform.

Rational Asset Manager IBM Rational Asset Manager is a collaborative environment for creating and 

governing software assets.

Context System Design 

Management (SDM)

Context System Design Management (SDM) manages relationships between tools.

Context SDM avoids the point-to-point OSLC integrations, by providing a server that 

stores and manages the links.

The Context SDM plugins provides the tool user with information access through the 

OSLC preview and delegated UI capabilities. These capabilities can be either provided 

through the tool's existing OSLC interface, or through a tool-specific plugin that 

tightly connects with the Context SDM server.
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